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Overview:
Last year we sought to shift gears in meaningful, impactful ways and the year held a number of program
adjustments to our organization. We introduced a brand-new program, increased the frequency of
networking happy hours and fostered strong collaborative efforts with Ad 2. This year has been focused
on enhancing the achievements and learnings we garnered last year. We planned a calendar of programs
based on the following goals for our club:

PROGRAMS GOALS FOR 2019–2020
1. Educate the creative community on relevant subject matter
2. Strengthen AAF Austin and Ad 2 collaboration to expand reach
3. Bolster community connections to grow our organization

4. Create profitability and relevancy with Big Wigs and American Advertising Awards
GOAL 1: EDUCATE THE COMMUNITY ON RELEVANT SUBJECT MATTER
Details: Our 2018 efforts allocated towards the new speaker series, The Breakfast Serial, created a buzz
that trickled into 2019. We continued to connect with company leaders and directors in our community
and focused on topics regarding the competitive landscape and new industry laws. This year, we took a
more meaningful approach to the topics that impact our community. We led this year with a Breakfast
Serial on shifting laws.
Target: Company leaders, directors and subject matter experts
Promotion: Executed a broad digital media mix: promotion through our website, multi-touch email
campaign and self-generated content and promotion on social media
Attendance: We average 35 paid attendees along with ~5 volunteers from members or prospective
members per event.
Feedback: Create detailed surveys to seek input on what members and prospective members within the
community want to engage in to curate relevant, engaging topics for future events.
Results: We have continued to see interest and success through increased ticket purchases, solid
attendance and generated profit. The Fall Breakfast Serial was focused on what agencies need to know
about the new Texas Privacy Protection Act. We had a total of 35 paid attendees with 10 non-members
and 25 members. About 85% of attendees were director level or above. The profit from this event was
$700. (Exhibit A)

GOAL 2: STRENGTHEN AAF AUSTIN AND AD 2 COLLABORATION TO EXPAND REACH
Strategy: We had a theory last year that through combined efforts, the AAF Austin board and Ad 2 board
could expand our individual organizations and strengthen our brands.
This year, Ad 2 President Chris Welhausen and the AAF Programs teamed up to focus on co-hosting
happy hours to connect emerging media-industry professionals with current media-industry leaders. We
created a system for cross-promotion and alternated ownership of event execution. Our favorite co-hosted
happy hour was the Public
Details: The annual public service focused happy hour was one for the books. We wrapped up the 20182019 year with a co-hosted event to promote the upcoming non-profit, Austin Pets Alive! where we
hosted at a familiar Austin hot spot, The Park. We had a station for AAF and Ad 2 membership
promotion, a station for donations (monetary and wish list) and hosted two special, four-legged guests
that were up for adoption.
Target: Prospective AAF and Ad 2 Members
Promotion: Cross-promotion through a consolidated Eventbrite page, AAF Austin and Ad 2 Austin
websites, social media platforms, self-generated promotion on LinkedIn and multi-touch email
campaigns.
Attendance: 49 Attendees
Results: This was our most fulfilling and successful happy hour of 2019. Thanks to our sponsor Q1
Media, we were able to provide one beverage per attendee and light bites. We raised $70 in monetary
donations, leashes, treats, food, and cleaning supplies for Austin Pets Alive! and signed up one new Ad 2
member.

GOAL 3: BOLSTER COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS TO GROW OUR ORGANIZATION
Strategy: We continued the increased frequency of happy hour-based events, co-hosting three in fall
2019 and three more planned for spring 2020. By co-hosting, we were able to expand reach and attract
community members and professionals new to the Austin market.
Details: We hosted our holiday happy hour at a past event location, Whiskey Tango Foxtrot. Our turnout
was smaller than usual, with busy schedules being an obstacle, but our takeaways were impactful.
Target: Members and prospective members of AAF Austin, Ad 2 Austin, and the general advertising
community of Austin.
Promotion: AAF Austin and Ad 2 Austin websites, social media platforms, email blasts.
Attendance: 22 out of 50 RSVPs
Results: While our attendance was lower than some happy hours, we stumbled upon a number of
learnings:
•

New media community members are actively seeking networking events like these to build
connections in a new market

•

New media professionals are actively seeking sponsorship opportunities to promote their brand
that is new to the market

•

Industry topics can help break the ice and engage attendees

Thanks to a new sponsor, Wilkins Media, we were able to host a more intimate setting and get to know
new members to the community. We also met a new industry member who became a sponsor for this
year’s ADDY’s.

GOAL 4: CREATE PROFITABILITY AND RELEVANCY WITH BIG WIGS AND AMERICAN
ADVERTISING AWARDS
Event 1: Big Wigs 2019- The Lion King- Celebrating the Pride of Austin
Goals:
1. Celebrate the contributions of the ad community who are not typically recognized
2. Provide profit to benefit the club
Details: The Big Wigs is one of our club’s most attended events (after American Advertising Awards)
and allows us to include all of Austin’s creative industry and beyond our membership. Big Wigs focuses
on personal talents and contributions of individuals and companies in 33 categories. There is special
award presented to the Silver Medal Winner. Suppliers, clients and agencies all participate. The Big Wigs
took place on October 24, 2019 at a new venue that is very popular in Austin, The Native Hostel. The
venue was decorated like a jungle and there was ample room for everyone. (Exhibit D)
We made some big changes to Big Wigs this year. This year anyone could nominate (member or not) and
the winners were chosen anonymously by the Dallas AFF Board. Each finalist was asked three questions:
What qualities or characteristics do you feel make you an “Example of Excellence” in your field? How
are you involved in your community? What accomplishments are you most proud of in your career and
how does this enhance your level of “Excellence”. We made this change to make the voting more fair,
create notoriety and increase attendance. The second big change was our awards show was all video this
year. Each finalist was filmed for the video and received their claim to fame on social media and at Big
Wigs. It also shortened the awards show by one hour and allowed more time for socializing and
networking at the event.
Promotion: 14 e-blasts were sent out to entire AAF database (vs 10 last year). Announcement of event
and theme, Silver Medal Award, Nominations, Voting, Finalists Announced, Event reminders, Winners
announcements and Photos posted online/ thank you for coming. There were14 Social Media calls on

Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn. New this year, we created and printed 60 posters promoting
the event and placed them in agency and businesses around Austin. Hashtag was #bigwigsatx. Finalists
were announced online and on social media to encourage ticket sales. Event photos and winners were
posted to the website and all social media platforms. (Exhibit E)
Attendance: The implemented changes made this a revenue positive event and one of our most
successful. We had over 180+ in attendance (years before were 150) which was a 25% increase over
2018, 15 tables sold vs. 10 previous years, and net profit was $6164.40. We were able to secure many
sponsors this year that helped with our profit: printer, videographer, alcohol and desert. Paid sponsors
brought in $9250 vs $8500 in 2018.
Feedback: We sent another survey to attendees after the event. Results were very positive. Venue rated
4.0 out 1-5, Changes implemented to voting 4.0 out of 1-5 and helpful suggestions for new categories to
add and changes for next year. The feedback at the event was very positive and many people let us know
this was the Best Big Wigs they have been to yet.
Results: We delivered a great, new video program and changed our voting structure that attracted a
larger, diverse crowd. Attendees were happy socializing for longer time and the finalists felt proud and
acknowledged from their community. (Exhibit F)

Event 2: The 2019 American Advertising Awards
Goals:
1. To honor Austin as a leading city in the advertising industry and the people behind the work.
2. Build awareness of AAF Austin to the broader creative industry in Austin.
3. Provide revenue for the club to fund programming and support initiatives.

Details: The theme for the 2020 American Advertising Awards was “Ad Vegas!” What Happens in Ad
Vegas, Stays in Ad Vegas! The Addys team showcased and celebrated the exceptional work at the lovely
Line Hotel in the heart of Austin. (Exhibit G)
The video reel included awarded work in 4 blocks that were spaced evenly throughout the event. and were
structured to avoid repetitiveness and balance time between awards and enjoying the festivities.
·

Student Addys

·

Companies with 2 or fewer Addys

·

Companies with 3-8 Addys

·

Companies with 8+ Addys

Target: Advertising/ Media/ Creative Students, Professionals, Agencies, and Industry Partners were
recruited to sponsor and attend the event. Advertising students from The University of Texas at Austin
and Texas State University were encouraged to enter and attend the show, providing them the opportunity
to volunteer, see great work, and meet industry professionals. (Exhibit H)
Promotion: This year the Addys were promoted through the main AAF Austin website. E-blasts and
social media posts were sent weekly, prompting ticket sales, shares, and recognition of sponsors. During
the event, there were posts on Facebook and Instagram to congratulate the winners and to share updates
from the event. All winners were represented in both the Digital and printed Winners book. (Exhibit I)
Attendance: This year, we had 371 paid attendees. We also had twenty students from E4 Youth, a
nonprofit mentor program that educates underserved youth on creative arts careers, join to see the
winning work. (Exhibit J)
Feedback: Much of the feedback we received was that it was “the best ADDYs event in years”!
Results: We envisioned and executed a bit of a departure from previous years’ run of show. We broke out
the awards presentations and video in such a way that attendees were able to move around to the casino

tables, the artwork displays, the photo booth, the candy buffet, etc. for the entire night, while enabling
folks who wanted to focus on watching the awards presenting to do so easily. (Exhibit K)
2020 Numbers ·

Professional Entries: 277

·

Tickets Sold: 371

·

Student Entries: 179

·

Total revenue from tickets: $27,430

·

Total revenue from entries: $33,579

·

Sponsorships Received: $26,500

We secured cash commitments from 6 groups, one at an unprecedented $9,000, two at $5,000, one at
$3,500, and two at $2,000 each. In addition, we secured in-kind sponsorships for printing services, video
production, photo booth, casino games, and DJ, totaling nearly $20,000 in additional value.
In terms of profitability of the event and therefore success for the club, we turned the post-event profit
from (-$5,000) in 2019 to nearly $30,000 in 2020, allowing for continued financial stability and flexibility
of the club for the remainder of the 2019/20 year, and into the 2020/21 year as well.
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WE JUST CAN’T WAIT TO SEE WHO’LL BE KING AND QUEEN.
JOIN US TO CELEBRATE THE CIRCLE OF LIFE AND UNVEIL
THE NEW RULERS OF AUSTIN’S ADVERTSING KINGDOM.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24, 5-8 PM @GSD&M
828 W. 6TH STREET AUSTIN, TX 78703

HELP US DECIDE WHO REIGNS SUPREME. VOTE FOR
YOUR FAVORITE NOMINEES BY SEPTEMBER 25, 2019
AT AUSTINADFED.COM/BIG-WIGS-VOTING/

READY TO TAKE YOUR PLACE? PURCHASE YOUR TICKETS
TODAY AT AUSTINADFED.COM/EVENT/BIG-WIGS-2019

SPONSORED BY

GOLD LEVEL

SILVER LEVEL

BRONZE LEVEL
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